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1. Radiometric calibration system

 Post-launch Level-1 calibration will be based on the onboard calibration with 
sensor model developed by the pre-launch characterization

 Vicarious and cross calibration will be used for confirmation of  the onboard 
calibration, and more accurate calibration (adjustment) required for the L2 algorithms
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2. SGLI CAL: on-board calibration

Cited from K. Tanaka 2018, SPIE-APRS (Earth Observing Missions and Sensors [10781-27])



3. SGLI Lunar CAL by GIRO
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VNR-NP Nadir relative trend (Normalized 2018/2/1)
[only Roll angle =0 or +1deg]

IRS-SWI relative trend (Normalized 2018/2/1)
(After phase angle dependence correction)
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T. Hashiguchi, presented in GSICS Annual Meeting 2019, ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy, 2019-03-04/08 
http://gsics.atmos.umd.edu/bin/view/Development/AnnualMeeting2019
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4. Image quality: possible noise pattern

• Offset is estimated 
from the mask 
detectors by each scan

• Gain is modeled by the 
pre-launch tests

L ~ (DN – Offset )*Gain
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• Offset from the deep space by each scan
• Gain by the pre-launch tests

Scan by mirror rotationIRS-SWIR

• Offset and gain are estimated from the deep 
space and black body data by each scan

IRS-TIR

 Line stripes can 
be caused from 
the offset noise

 Column stripes
can be from the 
gain noise

CenterLeft Right

 1/3 gap can be from the 
3-telescope difference 
(gain, spectral response..)

Connect the 3-telescopes at the center of overlaps

 Line and array 
stripes can be 
cause from the 
offset and gain 
noise

Resampling to the L1B coordinate 
(one detector is selected from the overlaps)

L1B sceneDetector array (250m×20 detectors)

Scan

 The noise can be enhanced in the Level-2 processing when the pixel 
locations are different (<subpixel) among the channels

 The stripes change along 
the pixel due to shift of 
the pixel selection
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4. Image quality: gaps between VNR telescopes

 The normalization table of  the 
three SGLI-VNR telescopes is 
revised
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Antarctica

90-deg yaw maneuver operation 
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 Statistics of  the overlap pixels (~112 pixels) weighted around the connection pixel (the 
center of  the overlap)

 Correction is applied with weighting around the connection pixel
 OC radiance range is used for the statistics
 Coefficients are changed gradually by 1500 lines  (~1/4 scene)
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4. Image quality: gaps between VNR telescopes
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4. Image quality: gaps between VNR telescopes

 An example of  Chl-a image without
the table revision + gap correction
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4. Image quality: gaps between VNR telescopes

 An example of  Chl-a image without
the table revision + gap correction
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ρw images with and 
without the straylight 
correction around Oki 
islands in Japan on 1 Aug. 
2018.
 植生がある浅瀬が少ない島

 比較的クリアな大気条件

 FOV中心付近のやや西側

Correction (bright areas are masked)

Without correction With correction

0.75

VN11 radiance

An example around Oki Island Japan 

VN11 radiance

4. Image quality: Stray light
 The straylight functions are prepared 

by pre-launch integration sphere (with 
slits) tests

 It has been evaluated by using the 
lunar observation images (the gain is 
adjusted to the Moon)
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4. Image quality: Stray light

Level-2 ρw(530nm) images with and without the straylight correction (in Level-1 
processing) around Oki islands in Japan on 1 Aug. 2018.

 The correction results are confirmed by ocean color images (e.g., ρw, Chl-a..)



Chl-a derived by SGLI, Sentinel-3/OLCI (by OC4ME algorithm), Terra/MODIS, and 
Suomi NPP/VIIRS in the northwest of  Australia on 27 Aug 2018.

4. Image quality: 
Overall comparison with other ocean color imagers

SGLI S3A/OLCI

Terra/MODIS NPP/VIIRS

Australia
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5. Summary
 Solar and lamp calibration: diffuser degradation
Monthly lunar calibration: works well by using GIRO
 Image quality

• Stray light correction confirmed by Moon and ocean color 
images

• Inter-telescope difference is corrected by using the 90-deg yaw 
maneuver data over Antarctica (on 17 Feb. 2018) and overlap 
samples for each scene

• Detector noise: not so significant; the remaining noise was 
corrected by the yaw maneuver data; further improvement is 
still under evaluation

• Random noise: stable in the first year; monitored continuously
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